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Hello, I am SAM.

SAM is the most user-friendly and flexible smart home automation system available in the 
market. With its advanced technology, easy-to-use features, and sleek design, SAM is the 
perfect home buddy for everyone! It co-functions smoothly with existing gadgets and 
appliances. Most of its plug-and-play features guarantees you that SAM is the best home 
automation solution that will help transition your traditional home or office to a smart space 
ecosystem conducive to your fast-paced lifestyle.  
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Why SAM?

SAM IS SIMPLE. 

SAM is a hub to control home and office devices and 
appliances in just one click of a button. Although 
straightforward in design, it is flexible enough to be customized 
based on your preferences. 

SAM IS AUTOMATED. 

SAM automates your home and integrates its system to 
devices in your home or office. Unlike other smart home 
systems, you can link SAM to your existing appliances at home 
and avoid the extra cost of buying devices that are compatible 
to your home automation system. 

SAM IS MOBILE. 

SAM allows you to remotely control your home or office 
through your mobile phone and tablet. Secure and monitor 
your home by receiving alarms and notifications, and view 
videos real-time. 

MOBILE PHONE

INTERNET

GATEWAY
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The SAM  
Experience

Imagine waking up to the sight of slightly opened curtains, spread out just enough for you to enjoy the 
sun’s rays and wake you up. Once you get out of bed, the air conditioner in your room turns off, letting 

you know that it’s time to get ready for work.  

After taking a shower, you go down and see that your freshly brewed coffee is ready. The television 

turns on so you can catch up on today’s headlines. You check your power bank and see that it has 
started charging, perfect for a busy day ahead.  

Suddenly, your boss calls because you have to attend to an urgent matter. You put all your essentials 

in your bag and head for your car. In just one click of a button, all your lights and appliances turn off 

and your doors automatically lock.  

On the way home from work, your friends call you to say they’re outside your door. You check your 
phone and see a video of them knocking. In one click, the door unlocks and they enter. They’re 

surprised to see the air conditioner turned on and the radio on full blast. They have a great time while 

waiting for you. You play the perfect host once again and cater to everyone’s needs.  

The lights automatically change at 7PM to give your place a soothing ambiance. After playing cards 
and downing a few bottles of wine, your friends leave. You take the dishes and place them in the 

dishwasher. As you go up, the dishwasher starts to run.  

When you go to your room, your air conditioner is turned on to the temperature of your liking and the 

curtains are shut close. The lights are perfect to help you cool down and fall asleep but you still have 
an ample amount of energy after a very long and hectic day. You grab your book and start to read. 
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Everybody needs a SAM.

With SAM, you can streamline common tasks to save your time and energy for more 
important things and give you the physical capacity to pursue your passions.  

SAM takes care of you so you can take care of yourself more. You deserve to live in 
your own pace.  

Get your smart devices today and experience firsthand why everybody needs a SAM. 
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The Essentials These are smart devices essential to transition a traditional space into a smart ecosystem.  
All devices can be controlled and regulated through your mobile phone or tablet.

Connects other smart 
devices and links it to 

the app.

Smart Gateway (LAN)

Controls multiple infrared 
devices such as air 

conditioners, televisions, etc.

Smart IR Transmitter (Full Direction)

Triggers warning devices and 
sends alarm messages if door 

or window is forcefully 
opened.

Smart Contact Sensor

Triggers warning devices and 
sends alarm messages when 

motion is detected

Smart PIR Motion Detector
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Input different scene 
modes in one access 

key.

Smart Scene Switch

Controls devices connected 
to the switch.

Smart Wall Switch  
(Single Switch)

Plugs in existing appliances 
to be controlled by the app.

Smart Wall Socket

Controls devices connected 
to the switch.

Smart Wall Switch  
(Double Switch)

The Essentials
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These are smart devices essential to transition a traditional space into a smart ecosystem.  
All devices can be controlled and regulated through your mobile phone or tablet.



Expands coverage area 
of Gateway.

Smart Repeater

Adjusts light brightness.

Smart Touch Dimmer Switch

Allows app to control smart 
light devices.

Smart Embedded Switch 
(Two-Gang, 8A)

Connects and controls the 
lights.

Smart Touch Light Switch

AD HOC Products These are smart devices that can be purchased separately depending on your space’s 
needs. All devices can be controlled and regulated through your mobile phone or tablet.
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Changes lighting 
through a variety of 

colors.

Prism Bulb

Functions as a switch and 
remote to manually close or 
open your curtains and can 
be attached to your existing 

motor.

Smart Curtain Controller

Attached to the curtain track 
to open or close through the 

app or controller.

Curtain Motor

AD HOC Products These are smart devices that can be purchased separately depending on your space’s 
needs. All devices can be controlled and regulated through your mobile phone or tablet.
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Automatically opens 
and closes windows.

Smart Window Opener



Plugs in existing appliances 
to be controlled by the app.

Smart Wall Plug (USA Type)

Detects ambient light levels; 
can be interlinked to other 

smart devices

Smart Light Sensor

Detects indoor and outdoor 
temperature and humidity; 
can be interlinked to other 

smart devices

Smart Temperature  
and Humidity Sensor

AD HOC Products These are smart devices that can be purchased separately depending on your space’s 
needs. All devices can be controlled and regulated through your mobile phone or tablet.
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Monitors and controls 
air conditioner.

Smart Temperature Controller



Provides visual images and 
videos from HD camera to 

phone or tablet.

Cloud Camera 360 (720p)

Secures door and can be 
opened through pre-set 

cards, fingerprints, passwords 
and via mobile app.

Smart Lock 
(Passwords & Cards)

Provides visual images and 
videos from HD camera to 

phone or tablet.

Cloud Camera (720p)

AD HOC Products These are smart devices that can be purchased separately depending on your space’s 
needs. All devices can be controlled and regulated through your mobile phone or tablet.
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Switches to two 
different scenes and 
quick access to the 

door lock.

Smart Remote Controller



Detects flammable gasses 
and sends warning signals; 
can be interlinked to other 

smart devices

Smart Flammable Gas Sensor

Detects smoke and sends 
warning signals; can be 

interlinked to other smart 
devices.

Smart Smoke Detector

Detects water leakage and 
sends warning signals; can be 

interlinked to other smart 
devices.

Smart Water Leak Sensor

Interlinked with other smart 
devices to go off when 
sensors detect motion, 

gasses, and breaches in 
security.

Smart Siren

AD HOC Products These are smart devices that can be purchased separately depending on your space’s 
needs. All devices can be controlled and regulated through your mobile phone or tablet.
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Alerts owner of any 
visitors via the mobile 

app.

Smart Door Bell

Alerts owner of any visitors 
via the mobile app.

Smart Door Bell Button

Detects carbon dioxide 
concentration and sends 
warning signals; can be 

interlinked to other smart 
devices.

Smart CO2 Detector

Integrates IR motion 
detection, temperature, 

humidity, and light detection; 
can be interlinked to other 

smart devices.

Smart Multi Sensor

AD HOC Products These are smart devices that can be purchased separately depending on your space’s 
needs. All devices can be controlled and regulated through your mobile phone or tablet.
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Automatically turns off when 
linked devices detect water 

leakage.

Smart Water Valve

Automatically turns off when 
linked devices detect 

flammable gas concentration.

Smart Actuator

AD HOC Products These are smart devices that can be purchased separately depending on your space’s 
needs. All devices can be controlled and regulated through your mobile phone or tablet.
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PACKAGES
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STUDIO UNIT

Smart Gateway (LAN) Smart IR Transmitter 
(Full Direction)

Smart Contact Sensor

Smart Scene Switch

x01
Smart Wall Switch  

(Single Switch)
Smart Wall Switch  

(Double Switch) Smart Wall Socket
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x01 x02 x01

x01
x01

x01 x01
Smart Multi Sensor



ONE BEDROOM UNIT

Smart Gateway (LAN) Smart IR Transmitter 
(Full Direction)

Smart Multi Sensor Smart Contact Sensor

Smart Scene Switch

x01
Smart Wall Switch  

(Single Switch)
Smart Wall Switch  

(Double Switch)
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x01 x04 x02

x01
x01

x01 x01

Smart Wall Socket



TWO BEDROOM UNIT

Smart Gateway (LAN) Smart IR Transmitter 
(Full Direction)

Smart Multi Sensor Smart Contact Sensor

Smart Scene Switch

x01
Smart Wall Switch  

(Single Switch)
Smart Wall Switch  

(Double Switch)
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x01 x06 x03

x01
x01

x01 x01

Smart Wall Socket



THREE BEDROOM UNIT

Smart Gateway (LAN) Smart Contact Sensor

Smart Scene Switch

x01
Smart Wall Switch  

(Single Switch)
Smart Wall Switch  

(Double Switch)
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x01 x08 x04

x01
x01

x01 x01
Smart IR Transmitter 

(Full Direction)
Smart Multi Sensor

Smart Wall Socket
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Benefits

CONVENIENCE 
SAM streamlines common tasks through your mobile phone or tablet such as opening the lights, closing the doors, shutting 
the blinds, and controlling cooling systems. The app is easy to install and learn; SAM’s smart devices are easy to set up and 
connect to the gateway, making home automation uncomplicated and easily utilized whenever, wherever. 

EASY TO USE 
SAM’s smart devices are plug-and-play and easy to use. 

INTEROPERABILITY 
SAM’s gateway does not exclusively function with its smart devices. Through SAM’s smart plugs, IR Transmitters, switches, etc, 
you can connect existing gadgets and appliances and control them through the app on your mobile phones and tablets. 

EXPANDABILITY 
SAM has a wide array of products that can be added to the basic package depending on your preferences and requirements. 
SAM’s main controller, the gateway can easily connect to these devices and sync them automatically to the app. 

SECURITY 
SAM can also function as an advanced security system by installing cameras and motion sensors that can be monitored and 
viewed through the user’s mobile phone or tablet. It also uses key cards or fingerprint identification in place of conventional 
locks, making it harder for someone to break in. 
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BENEFITS

ENERGY SAVING 
SAM can monitor energy consumption and adjust energy usage depending on the your inclination – turn on/off lights, 
automatically shut down devices, and set a limit to the air conditioner’s temperature. 

CONNECTIVITY 
SAM enables you to monitor and control most of your home or office appliances such as lights, windows, doors, security locks, 
audio and video equipment, sensors, and curtains. These devices can also be interlinked with one another to have customized 
functionality based on your preferences. 

ACCESSIBILITY 
SAM’s smart devices can be controlled from anywhere through your mobile phone or tablet. No need to be in close proximity 
for the devices to be regulated, a simple Wi-Fi or data connection will enable the app to access and control the smart devices. 

FLEXIBILITY 
SAM can be controlled through multiple devices such as mobile phone, tablet, and its own remote control pad, depending on 
your preference and where you are most convenient with. 

AESTHETIC DESIGN 
SAM’s design is sleek and minimalist – it can aesthetically fit in any space. 
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INTERESTED?

Contact us or request for a demo!
www.samtechnologies.ca sales@samtechnologies.ca
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